Euzkalzale Great Pyrenees
Purchase Agreement
Companion
Effective Date:

Breed: Great Pyrenees

Sex:

AKC Registered Name:

Born:

.

AKC #:

.

ensures that this dog will remain free of any debilitating hereditary defects. OWNER(S) should
bring to the attention of BREEDER(S) any condition that develops which would cause this dog to be put down to
alleviate pain due to said condition; a second opinion from the Genetics Department of Davis University, Davis,
CA (or equivalent in the area where the OWNER(S) resides) may be mandatory to determine if the condition is of
a hereditary nature should the BREEDER(S) deem necessary.

BREEDER(S)

agrees to maintain this dog in a healthful condition with the dog's welfare in mind; including good
grooming and veterinary care as needed. Under no circumstances will this dog be tethered for extended periods
of time or remain housed continually in a kennel environment.

OWNER(S)

agrees to partake of an obedience course by a qualified instructor - a trainer with a good
understanding of behavior is preferred - within one (1) year of this contract. The OWNER(S) agree to raise this
dog with emphasis on the dog being a good citizen in public and private and additional training may be needed
to achieve this goal.

OWNER(S)

It is understood by all that regardless of the fine qualities inherent in this dog that it is being purchased as a
companion. Therefore, every precaution will be taken to prevent breeding said dog; thus, a limited registration
is being provided and the OWNER(S) agree to spay/neuter this dog in a timely matter.
It is further understood that should situations arise which make it impossible for this dog to stay with the
OWNER(S), the BREEDER(S) will have first option to find a new home for said dog.
This is the only agreement, either written or oral, between these parties. Having read and having understood all
the provisions of this agreement, we hereby agree to the terms set herein.
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